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Abstract
The computation of polynomial greatest common divisor (GCD) ranks among basic
algebraic problems with many applications, for example, in image processing and
control theory. The problem of the GCD computing of two exact polynomials is well
defined and can be solved symbolically, for example, by the oldest and commonly
used Euclid’s algorithm. However, this is an ill-posed problem, particularly when
some unknown noise is applied to the polynomial coefficients. Hence, new methods
for the GCD computation have been extensively studied in recent years.
The aim is to overcome the ill-posed sensitivity of the GCD computation in the pres-
ence of noise. We show that this can be successively done through a TLS formulation
of the solved problem, [1, 5, 7].
1. Approximate greatest common divisor









n−j (b0bn 6= 0) (1)
with a non-trivial GCD h of degree d is given, 1 ≤ d ≤ n ≤ m. Vectors of polynomial
coefficients are denoted by bold lower-case Latin letters, e.g. f = [a0, a1, . . . , am]
T
represents the vector of coefficients of f . Similarly, g, u, v and h will denote the
vectors of coefficients of involved polynomials g, u, v and h.
Then there exist polynomials u and v of degrees m − d and n − d, respectively,
so that
uh = f and vh = g. (2)
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n− d+ 1 col.
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m− d+ 1 col.
is, except the case d = 1, rectangular m+ n− d+1 by m+ n− 2d+2 matrix called
the dth Sylvester subresultant matrix. The coefficients {ai} of f occupy the first
n− d+ 1 columns and the coefficients {bj} of g occupy the last m− d+ 1 columns.
Hence, Sd(f, g) is the block matrix consisting of the two Cauchy matrices, Sd(f, g) =
[Cn−d+1(f), Cm−d+1(g)].
1 The Sylvester matrix is then the matrix S(f, g) = S1(f, g)
= [Cn(f), Cm(g)] ∈ R
(m+n)×(m+n).
The most important relations between the GCD and the Sylvester matrices are
summarised in the following theorem.2
Theorem 1. Suppose that f and g are polynomials of degrees m and n, m ≥ n, and
h = GCD(f, g). Then
i) rank (S(f, g)) = m+ n− d ⇐⇒ deg h = d,
ii) rank (Sd(f, g)) = m+ n− 2d+ 1 ⇐⇒ deg h = d,











Moreover, if deg h = d, then
iv) rank (Sj(f, g)) < m+ n− 2j + 2, j = 1, . . . , d,
v) rank (Sj(f, g)) = m+ n− 2j + 2, j = d+ 1, . . . , n.
Hence, if deg h = d, then Sd = Sd(f, g) is rank deficient by 1 since Sd has













where vmin(Sd) is the right singular vector associated with σmin(Sd) = 0.
1The subscripts n− d+ 1 and m− d+ 1 in Cn−d+1(f) and Cm−d+1(g) represent the number of
columns filled with the coefficients of f and g, respectively.
2A proof is outlined in the second authors’ paper of these proceedings.
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The coefficients of h can be now easily computed. For this purpose we have
to calculate the smallest singular pair {σmin,vmin} of every matrix in the sequence
Sn, Sn−1, . . . , S1 until the first rank deficient matrix is found.
3 Once, the rank de-
ficient matrix Sd is revealed, v and u can be extracted from the singular vector
vmin(Sd). The coefficients of h are then computed from (4).
The smallest singular value and its corresponding right singular vector of Sd can
be computed by the Gauss-Newton method, [4], i.e. by the iteration process











for τ sufficiently large.4 Then
xi −−−→
i→∞
vmin(Sd) and ζi −−−→
i→∞
σmin(Sd).
The GCD solver in [4, 6] is based on this iteration process. However, note that
in real computations some threshold θ must be applied to ζi to reveal the rank
deficiency. Assuming that the level of noise is not known, the solver in [4, 6] cannot
be used, since the numerical rank cannot be computed reliably, [1, 5].
Whether the level of imposed noise is known or not, vmin(Sd), u and v are com-
puted approximately and so the coefficients of h are not calculated exactly. Hence,
an approximate greatest common divisor (AGCD) is only computed.
2. Impact of noise
Numerically, Sd is considered to be rank deficient whenever σmin(Sd) ≤ θ for
a prescribed threshold θ. If rounding errors are only assumed, then θ = ε‖Sd‖2 with
a machine precision ε is usually used, [2] p. 261. However, if some additional noise of
unknown level is considered, then computations with all similar choices of θ usually
fail. In this case a different approach has to be developed.
Dependence of the GCD computation on noise can be seen from the following








































, i = 1, . . . , n, r1 = 0.5 and r2 = 1.5. These
polynomials have the exact GCD of degree 16. So the rank of the Sylvester matrix
S(f, g) is 48 by recalling Theorem 1 i).
3Note that if Sd is the first rank deficient matrix and d < n ≤ m, then every Sj in Sn, . . . , Sd+1
has full column rank using Theorem 1 v).
4The symbol (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of (·).
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Figure 1: Singular values of the Sylvester matrix S(f, g) for f and g perturbed
componentwisely by the noise of the SNR = 108.
The numerical rank of S(f, g) is well defined and can be revealed by using Gauss-
Newton iteration for the choice θ = ε‖S(f, g)‖2 ≈ 10
−12 in case when only rounding
errors are considered.
Suppose now, that a noise of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 108 is component-
wisely imposed to the coefficients of f and g. Figure 1 shows the singular values of
the Sylvester matrix of perturbed polynomials. For the choice θ = 10−12 the numer-
ical rank is 61 that is incorrect. The correct numerical rank 48 can be revealed with
θ = 10−4. The question, however, is how to estimate this θ only from the involved
data.
3. TLS formulation, methods for AGCD
For the exact polynomials the system of equations (3) can be transformed to the
system
Adx = cd, (6)
where cd is the first column of Sd and Ad is formed from the remaining m+n−2d+1
columns of Sd, Sd = [cd, Ad].
While the system (6) possesses exactly one solution x for the exact polynomials,
it does not possess any solution for the inexact polynomials, since the perturbed
polynomials are coprime with probability almost one, i.e. cd /∈ Range(Ad) for the
inexact polynomials. However, if the polynomials f and g are coprime, we can
demand to compute the minimal corrections of their coefficients, i.e. polynomials δf
and δg so that f + δf and g + δg have a non-trivial GCD with the highest possible
degree. Then, AGCD(f, g) = GCD(f + δf, g + δg).
Let us denote the Sylvester matrix of δf and δg by δSd = δSd(δf, δg), δSd =
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[hd, Ed], and let z = [δf
T , δgT ]T be the vector of the coefficients of δf and δg. Then
δf and δg can be computed so that
(Ad + Ed)x = cd + hd
has exactly one solution x and ‖z‖2 is minimal. Hence, the problem, that is finally




subject to (Ad + Ed)x = cd + hd
and [hd, Ed] is of the same structure as [cd, Ad].
(7)
Two methods for solving (7) are presented in [3]. These methods are modified and
customised for the AGCD computation in [1, 5].
Methods for the AGCD computation are not discussed in this paper, however
note, that Sylvester matrices are badly conditioned, for example, if considered poly-
nomials have coefficients that differ by several orders in magnitude. It is therefore
necessary to apply some preprocessing operations on polynomials before a method
is used. Particularly, these operations include
- normalisation of the coefficients by the geometric mean that preserves the prop-
agation of noise,
- variable substitution x = γw for minimising the ratio of the maximum to the
minimum coefficient of both polynomials f and g,
- considering a parameter α in S(f, αg) for weighting the coefficients of one
polynomial with respect to the coefficients of the second polynomial,
- column pivoting, i.e. a column of Sd for which the residual ‖Ady − cd‖2 is
minimal replaces cd in (6).
There are several possible ways how to compute α and γ, for example, they can be




min {mini=0,...,m |aiγm−i|,minj=0,...,n |αbjγn−j|}
.
More information on the preprocessing operations is provided in [5].
Finally, Figure 2 shows the singular values of S(f, g) + δS(δf, δg) for the poly-
nomials f and g in (5) perturbed componentwisely by the noise of the SNR = 108.
The polynomials δf and δg are obtained by solving (7). We can see that the nu-
merical rank is now perfectly defined and so further computation of the GCD by the
procedure discussed in Section 1 can be processed.
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Figure 2: Singular values of S(f, g) + δS(δf, δg) where f and g in (5) are perturbed
componentwisely by the noise of the SNR = 108, and δf and δg are obtained by
solving (7).
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